DINGEWOOD
AWESOMENESS BY THE BOARD FOOT

BOX BEAMS
DINGEWOOD BOX BEAMS are the best alternative to reclaimed wood. Our color and our pricing will send wicked chills up and down your spine, shocking your soul waves of delight! Our beams are known for their pristine construction standards and flexibility of design.

DINGEWOOD uses only the highest quality architectural coatings, to ensure gorgeous, realistically weathered looking materials. Wood siding can be ordered with a topcoat for the highest quality nano-technology exterior wood protection, with warranty available. Beams are made custom and can come in a variety of species, profiles, widths, and sizes.
DINGEWOOD box beams are stunningly beautiful and made from the highest quality materials. Our colors are unlike anything else on the market, replicating the look of authentic barnwood!

Wood can come in a WIDE range wood species, so you can get the perfect wood for your project. Not only that, prefabricated, weathered wood comes with unlimited supply and at a price you can afford!

- Beams can be provided in nearly any wood species.
- Exterior species can be waterproofed in our mill.

Wood and factory finishes are of such quality to be suitable for commercial and residential spaces. Numerous styles are available and can fit any space stylistically. Our high standards and workmanship ensure complete client satisfaction.
BOX BEAM SPECIFICATIONS
INFORMATION

• WIDTHS: Wide Ranging: 4”, 6”, 8”, 10”, 12”, 14”, 16”
• LENGTHS: Made to Order
• THICKNESS: Solid wood only, beginning at ½”
• COLORS: Large variety of colors, both reactive and semi-transparent stains. Color choices are found on our website or DW Color Sheet.
• COLOR MATCHING: Available
• LEED: Up to 7 LEED credits available
• FINISHES: Raw Wood or Factory Finishes Available

MADE IN AMERICA: Milled and coated in USA mill.
BOX BEAM ORDERING INFORMATION

- LEAD TIMES: Limited wood species are available in stock. Most orders are run to order, inquire for lead time.
- QUANTITY: Custom order only, we do not stock box beams.
- SPECIES: Lumber comes in nearly any wood species.
- FINISHING: Factory finishes are available. Two application methods available:
  - S4S: Wood is run through a flood coat system and rack dried before being palletized.
  - Single Face: Color is applied using a spray application system, for a consistent and beautiful finish.
- EXTERIORS: Wood products may suitable for exterior use. Specify when ordering. Exterior woods are sealed with two coats of Exterior Waterproofer, with 6 year warranty.
TEXTURES

1st Tier

PLAIN

ROUGH SAWN

2nd Tier

WIRE BRUSHED

HAND HEWN

SAND BLASTED
BOX BEAM COLORS & SPECIES

Color: BARNWOOD
Species: ROUGH RED CEDAR

Color: BARNWOOD
Species: SMOOTH RED CEDAR

Color: BARNWOOD, WHITE WASH
Species: SMOOTH RED CEDAR

Color: CLAY
Species: ROUGH RED CEDAR

Color: CLAY, WHITE WASH
Species: ROUGH RED CEDAR

Color: ASH
Species: REDWOOD, Circle

Color: MIST
Species: VG D. FIR, SMOOTH

Color: ASH
Species: REDWOOD, Wire Brush

Color: MIST
Species: FLAT D. FIR, SMOOTH

Color: CLAY
Species: ROUGH RED CEDAR

Color: MIST
Species: ROUGH RED CEDAR

Color: SMOKE, WHITE WASH
Species: VG D. FIR, ROUGH

Color: SMOKE
Species: VG D. FIR, ROUGH

Color: ROCKY
Species: SMOOTH RED CEDAR

Color: ROCKY
Species: SMOOTH RED CEDAR

Color: MIST
Species: VG D. FIR, ROUGH

Color: MIST
Species: SMOKE

Color: CHAR, WHITE WASH
Species: REDWOOD, SMOOTH

Color: SMOKE
Species: FLAT D. FIR, ROUGH

Color: SUMMIT
Species: ALDER

Color: LOG CABIN
Species: HEMLOCK

Color: MIST, WHITE WASH
Species: VG D. FIR, SMOOTH
BOX BEAM COLORS & SPECIES
PH: 801. 427. 4450
EMAIL: Sales.Dingewood@gmail.com
MAILING: 1343 S. 1110 W. Orem, UT 84058